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An accelerator for multiply charged ions with a 
terminal voltage of 320 kV has been developed. A 
pulsed cold cathode P.I.G. ion source with titanium 
cathodes and side extraction is immersed in a magnetic 
field, to analyze and focus the beam into the entrance 
aperture of the post accelerating column. Matrix calcu- 
lations of the ion optics are given. After the accele- 
rator the beam can be focussed with an electrostatic 
triplet into a gascell. The charge exchanged beam is 
analyzed in a magnet provided with several exit gates 
for the respective charge states. 

Introduction 
The influence of the charge state of a projectile 

particle in inelastic collision processes is a relati- 
vely inexplored field in atomic physics. Collisions 
with a projectile that is ionized in an inner shell 
give rise to a radiative transfer in the short lived 
quasi molecule1 . Inner shell excitations in ion-solid 
state collisions are observed, not occurring in a gas 
target. These can be explained only by a high charge 
state of the projectiles in the solid state. 

These types of processes can be studied however in a 
single collision in the gasphase by the use of multiply 
charged ions with a helium-like or hydrogen-like elec- 
tron configuration of atoms from the first row of the 
periodic system and fluor-like configurations from the 
second row. The use of these beams in the energy range 
from O.i- 2 MeV opens up a new field of atomic colli- 
sion research. This energy range is inaccessible by 
nuclear physics accelerators whereas at this energy the 
molecular model is still valid’. 

Ion source design 
The ion source design is based on the cold cathode 

P.I.G. solurce developed by Wolf out of the Anderson and 
Clark desicnJy . . L,S 0 The arc voltage of a co1.d cathode 
discharge is governed primarily by the secondary cmis- 
sion of the cathodes. The use of titanium cathodes 
limits the arc voltage to about 2 kV. The lifetime of 
the source depends mainly on the power dissipated in 
the source, whereas the ion current of high charge 
state ions at minimized gas flow, rises rapidly with 
arc current. To limit the power dissipated in the 
source, the arc is pulsed with a duty cycle between 54 
and 50%. The source has the following main dimensions: 
cathode didmeter: 10 mm, distance between cathodes: 55 
mm, anode bore: 6 mm, anode slit: 10 x0.1 mm. The anode 
is milled from a solid copper block (fig. I) and has a 
circular cooling ch;lnnel arranged at the backside of 
the anode block. The cathodes are mounted on internally 
cnoli~d rnppc’r h: .:<:ks, coupIcd together with a stainless 
s tee1 bridge. This bridge also serves as an electron 
dump for electrons moving in trochoidal paths in the 
E x B direction, the E-field arising from the cxtrastion 
field. The sourcrl is mounted at the end of a stainless 
steel tube th.it xts his II ASS rescrvtiir. Tilis reservoir 
is bolted b>n to an insul‘iting m.lnifold on which th<: 
cooling lines <lrc attached with tube coupli~lgs. One 
ceramic feedthrough mounted on the rectangular source 
flange is used for a gas inlet tube to the reservoir 
.zlso serving ,ls ,L ‘?i+:h voltage le‘ld to the .lnodc block. 
One other ctnramic feedthrough connects to the cathode 
cooling line. The source can bc operated ‘lt 20 kV posi- 
tive with rb’spect to the v.icuum fl.lng:e and the Gxtrac- 
tion clcctrode. The extraction tilcctrode is cooled -with 
two cooling channels running pnrdllel to tbc slit. This 
electrode is protruding inside two ridb;c:s dn L!IC anode 
block to create .in electric iicld pdrallol to the ma!:- 
nctic field to previbnt a dis&,lrge. The (dxtractor can 

be moved parallel and perpendicular to the anode face. 
Both movements are motor-controlled via the telemetry 
system. The parallel movement is introduced with a lead- 
screw and a sliding vacuumflange; the other movement 
via a pair of conical gear-wheels and a lead-screw in- 
side the vacuum. Attached to the extractor are two alu- 
minium plates with a 25 mm gap to obtain space neutra- 
lization. 
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Fig. 1 - P.I.G. Ion source 

Source magnet 
For a st.lble P.I.G. discharge a minimum B-field of 

2 kGauss is necessary. The large gap (Ii5 mm) necessary 
to accomodate the source and vacuum chamber walls, 
limits the maximum field that can be obtained with a 
reasonable power supply (6 kW) to 5000 Gauss. High volt- 
age is limited to an upper value of 20 kV by the high 
voltage holding problem in crossed fields and to a 
lower value of 5 kV by the ion extraction efficiency. 
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Fig. L- Specific ci:.Irgc .Is a function of ch~rgy nuinhcr. 

In iig. li clre given the’ ions .Ind ~-hzrg~~ states that 
art’ to 1)~ b:?ndl~*d by the source ;ind magnet. T<, an.;lyzc 
tllr-sr iuili &I magnetic field givtln by: 

B = (14i/K) (YE/& 4 !rq. I) 
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is necessary, with B in Gauss, E in eV, R in cm. 
Substituting E =qV and E =q/M in equation (1) we 

find: 

B= (144/R)(V& (eq. 2) 

For a given radius of curvature and magnetic field, 
there is a linear reiationship between V (extraction 
voltage) and c. In Fig. 3 this relationship is sketched 
for R= 10 cm, with B as parameter. A comparison with 
fig. 2 shows that Ar7+ can be handled at 20 kV extrac- 
tion voltage. The aperating limits are marked. A smal- 
ler radius would give a cheaper magnet, however the 
Lower limit would rise as indicated, allowing only 11.5 
kV extraction voltage for Ar7+. 
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Fig. 3 - Operating region for source and magnet. 

The charge state q is proportional to MV/B~ (eq. 2). 
An electronic circuit meabures V/B2 and a multiplica- 
tion factor can be chosen such that a digital mctcr 
displays the correct charge number q at the control 
desk via the telemetry system. One now can change V 
and/or B in such a way that charge number q f I is dis- 
played. The source conditions and/or extractor position 
can now be varied for maximum ion current of charge 
q+ I. 

The magnet has 230 mm diameter round polepieces, cut 
at an angle at the beam exit, with hollow copper coils 
around the poles. A stainless steel T-shaped flat 
vacuum chamber has NJ mm diameter pieces of soft iron 
welded on the t[wo opposite flat sides. These pieces fit 
in 80 unn diameter holes in the two poles and are bolted 
on the psles to prevent a vacuum-collapse of the cham- 
her. 

driftlength, 
tic field7. 

the exit arigle and the homgeneous magne- 

In the product matrix for the radial plane we re- 
quire that the element a 12 =O; in the axial plane that 
the element bll =O. From this can be derived: 
L=-2R tg $ (eq. 3) 
tg a =-l/2 tg $ c-2. 4) 
So I$ > 90° and 3 > O”. 

Ail matrix elements can now be calcuiated: 
Radial matrix: Ma = (eq. 5a) 

c 

koso 
-( I+sin?$) /2Rsin$ $dL$ (I 

2R(cos$-I) /cosj ’ 
+sin2$-cos4) /Zsin$ 

0 0 I i 
Radial matrix: 

0 %= 

(es. 5b) 

i 

-2Rtg$ 0 
1 /‘IRtpS #/2tg$+I 0 

0 0 I I 
The linear magnification is given by a] 1, the disper- 
sion by a13. 

Fig. 5 summarizes the results. We did choose 4 = 120’; 
B = 16.1°. The principal planes, focal points and focus- 
sing distances with R= 100 mm can also be calculated 
from the matrix elements. In fig. 6 is indicated how a 
source-slit with a divergence of 30 millirad is imaged 
on the defining slit; the magnet edge is located at 
@R= 209 mm to the right of the source. 
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Fig. 5 - 

Dispersion D, 
magnification M, 
driftlength L, 
exit angle a, 
as a function of the 
deflection angle $I. 
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Fig. 4- Source and magnet ion optics. 

Ion optics 
(iiygnFt,Clnd, driftlength-. -* The slit s*urce is imersed 

I. ‘+, L,I LII~ magnetic rleld. WC impose the condition 
that in the radial plane WC have point to point imaging 
and in the .lxial pl.ine ,I line to point im+,ing6. We 
define: angle of deflection ;, exit ;inglr il, radius of 
curvature I< and driftlength nuguctis iJdgr to image L. 
‘Jhc:rc dram tw3 indi:pcn;lcnt conditions end twu indepcn- 
dent vari,lblcs: ) dind :. l’i~t matrix bctk.i?en souric 2nd 
image ~%iln bc iirund by muitiplying the matrices tar the 

Fig. 6 - Magnet dind driftlength ray tracing. 

Accelerating tube and triplet. The matrix of an 
nccelcrating tube with length Z and voltage ratio 
Q = JV2!V, is Mq = \ (eq. 6) 

i 
(3-@j/2 

3~~(Q-i)(l-v~j/$zQ 
Xdj/Vn(I+vTj) f 

(3J&ij /?fi ) 

T@ principal pl.ines ;ind focnl planes as a function of 
tiQ are sketched in fig. 7. The principle planes are 
warty fixed at the tube entr.ince for a large range of 
vol t‘ll’c ratios. I, The mC~ss and charge defining slit is 
therefore placed near the entrance of the accelerating 
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Fig. 7-Optical characteristics of accelerator tube. 

tube. Beam transport through the magnet and accelera- 
ting tube can be deduced from the product matrix. The 
beam radius xe, ye and divergence xi and y: ae the exit 
of the tube are correlated to the radius xs, ys and di- 
vergence xk and yi at the source by: (eq. 7) 

xe=xS(qllal, +4,2a21) +4(9,2a22)q =xsh+x;B 

~~=xs(q2~a,~ +q22a21)/%+x;(q22a22)/fi=xSC+xiD 

Y,=y,(q,p*,) +yi(q,1b,* +q12 b ‘q 22 = ySE + y;F 

Y; =Ys(q22b2,)lY~+Y~(q21b12 +q22b22)f~=~,G+~;H 

The coefficients A,B,C,D,E,F,G and H can be calculated 
for different values of Q. In fig. 8 four principal 
rays are drawn from the source through the magnet; the 
positions and slopes of the rays at the tube exit are 
calculated with eq. (7). 

After the accelerating tube an electrostatic triplet 
is present. This triplet is not energized in fig. 8. 
For high Q values some rays cross the axis inside the 
accelerating tube. Beam diameter and divergence are 
small for an extraction voltage of 20 kV and a post 
acceleration of 320 kV (Q = 16). 

Fig. 8 - 

Magnet, driftlength 
and accelerator 
tube ray tracing. 
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Beam handling. The field 
chosen at 25O instead of 9 = 16. lo to compensate for 

edge of the magnet is 

the weaker axial focussing of the magnet with a large 
ratio between gap and radius of curvature. A field 
clamp gives a sharp field cut-off. The entrance face of 
this clamp can be tilted to control focussing condi- 
tions. Inside the clamp are two pairs of deflection 
plates for beam alignment. 

The efficient and small extraction power supply 
makes use of a 20 kHz convertor with Cockcroft-Walton 
multiplier. Stabilization is by means of pulsewidth 
modulation of the convertor. A response time i 50 usecs 
to within 0.1% of nominal value matches the pulsed bean 
conditions. 

Telemetry system 
Xoreover, the magnet with the vacuum chamber can Pour telemetry systems are necessary: two transmit- 

rotate over a few degrees in the horizontal and verti- ters at ground potential control two receivers in the 
cal plane around the exit flange of the chamber. There terminal : one receiver being at terminal voltage, the 
are two mutual perpendicular slits each with a motor other at ion source potential equivalent to terminal 

drive at the accelerating tube entrance to control 
beam dimensions. 

the 

To rmnitor the beam a small rectangular Faraday 
can be inserted after the slit system. 

cup 

Fig. 9 - Accelerator set-up. 

Vacuum system and high voltage terminal - . . The teniunal COntalnS fwo rotary pumps ana two it50 
l/set turbopumps (fig. 9). A 6 x 24 mm tube with a 
length of 70 nrm at the entrance of the field clamp 
forms a pumping resistance between the vacuum chamber 
with ion source and the slithouse with accelerating 
column. This arrangement co&i.ned with a third 450 1/ 
set turbopump at ground potential at the triplet, en- 
sures a pressure in the lower 10s7 region in the acce- 
lerating column to prevent charge exchange of the ions. 
Titanium sublimation pumping can be combined with the 
two terminal turbopumps. A cut-off valve between 
vacuum chamber and slithouse enables ion source ser- 
vicing without disturbing the tube vacuum. 

All the equipment is cooled with kerosene via nylon 
tubes from two heat exchangers at ground potential. 

Electric power is transmitted to the terminal with 
two 15 kVA motor-generator sets. One set is used for 
the source arc only, the other one for the pumps, 
magnet power supply and extraction supply. Motor and 
generator are mounted vertically with a P.V.C. tube 
(315x290 nun diameter) between the stators and a 1.1 m 
long P.V.C. tube (200x 180 mm diameter) between the 
rotors. The resonance frequency for torsional vibration 
of the two stators is 140 Hz, for the two rotors 90 Hz. 
The lowest critical frequency for bending of the shaft 
is 134 Hz. All these frequencies are well above the 
maximum pulse repetition frequency of the ion Source. 
A steel disc with twelve pins with rubber sleeves 
mounted on the M)tor shaft forms a flexible coupling 
with the P.V.C. shaft. The Same construction is used at 
the generator side. The P.V.C. shaft is dynamically 
balanced before rmunting. The motor is munted via 
three shock-absorbers on the concrete floor. 

The arc power supply consists of a rectifier with 
50 LF capacitor bank, switched by a series tetrode :ype 
4 CW 25000 A. Maximum current is IO Amps at 10% duty- 
cycle and 4 kV arc voltage. Pulse duration I - 5 milli- 
sec. Repetition frequency IO- 100 Hz. A 7 kV 100 psecs 
pulser does ignite the arc. 
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plus extraction voltage. 
The two other transmitters are at terminal and 

source potential respectively, their receivers being 
at ground potential in the control desk. Each trans- 
mitter-receiver coupling is established via an 8 meter 
long light guide with a light emitting diode at the 
transmitterside and a photodiode at the receiver side 
in a time division multiplex method. A maximum of 16 
analog signals normalized to values between -10 Volt 
and +I0 Volt is fed into an analog multiplexer. Each 
of the 16 signals is connected in turn for 88 bsecs 
to a modulus circuit generating one polarity bit and to 
one analog to digital converter (12 bits binary code). 
The total cycling time for 16 channels is 1.4millicecs. 
The digital information containing 12 information bits, 
4 address bits and I polarity bit is written in a 
buffermemory. From this memory content a 22 bit word 
is formed in a digital serializer by adding 1 start 
bit, 2 test bits and 2 stop bits. ‘Ihe start bit has a 
tenfold amplitude over the other bits. This large bit 
is used to synchronize the IO MHz (500 kHz after fre- 
quency division) clocks in transmitter and receiver, 
by resetting the frequency dividing counter in the 
receiver. At the same time a shift register in the 
receiver is started by the clock. After 22 steps, the 
start bit passes a fixed point. If at the same time 
the two stop bits at the end of the word do pass two 
fixed points also, the word is written into a buffer- 
memory in parallel. Each word is transmitted two times; 
the second word is put into a second buffer-memory in 
the receiver. A comparator checks if the information 
contained in the two memories is equal. The information 
from one of the memories is converted in one digital 
to analog converter and fed into one analog demulti- 
plexer with 16 holdcircuits. The information gate to 
the demultiplexer will be closed in case of a differ- 
ence in the two words and an acoustical and/or optical 
warning signal is given to the operator. 

The whole system can be tested by sending up one 
test bit from a transmitter at ground to a receiver in 
the terminal. A 5 Volt signal will then be presented 
to all the channels in the terminal, so all the meters 
in the control desk do go to half scale deflection. 

A check on the transmission from various control 
levels (chosen with helipots on the control desk) can 
be performed by sending up a second test bit, In this 
second test the control desk meters then do show the 
level chosen by the helipots, because the information 
is sent back to earth. In both tests the hold circuits 
in the terminal do keep their information, so the 
accelerator performance is not interrupted. 

The absolute accuracy of the total system is 1 . 10-3; 

the crosstalk is less than 1 . LO-4 full scale deflec- 
tion at maximum amplitude in a neighbour channel. The 
hold circuits do reach the correct value within 0.1% 
in 3 cycles at maximum amplitude change; this is a 
compromise between accuracy and settling time. Alarm 
is given in case of failure of synchronism, signal dis- 
tortion or transmission attenuation. 

The binary code of the A/D converter can be coupled 
directly to the computer via a CAMAC interface. Due to 
the closed information gate in case of malfunctioning, 
false information can not reach the computer. 

Analyzing magnet 
The deflection angle of an ion passing through the 

gap of a magnet with round pole faces (diameter D) is 
given by: 
O= 2 arc tg D/2R (eq. 8) 
where R is the radius of curvature in the magnetic 
field. If ions with energy E that are passed through a 
gascell change in charge state from q to n, the radius 
of curvature can be derived from eq. (1) for B, M and 
E constant. A magnet with 20 cm diameter poleshoes, 
with a field of 10 kGauss can be used to separate a 
3500 keV ArIo+ ion beam after passing a gascell into 
ten beams with charge states 1 to 10 in a fairly regu- 
lar fanout pattern; the angle between two neighbouring 
beams varies from 5.14O for Arl’+/Arg+, to 6.73O be- 
tween Ar+ and Are. 
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